ABSTRACT. This paper presents a method for finding the characteristic-free Pieri type decompositions of Schur modules, Weyl modules, and Schur complexes. We also introduce several new combinatorial rules for computing the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
The study of finite-free resolutions, modular representations, invariant theory, and algebraic geometry over fields of positive characteristics has led to the characteristic-free representation theory of the general linear group. Several authors constructed and investigated the representations of the general linear group over fields of arbitrary characteristics (see, for instance, [5] ), but the question is far from being completely understood. Recently, it has been recognized that those constructions can be adequately adapted in order to make sense over arbitrary commutative rings; Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [1, 2] have introduced and studied the Schur and Weyl functors which tum out to be the natural generalizations to commutative rings of the constructions of the classical representations of the general linear group given by 1. Schur and H. Weyl, respectively. These functors are universally free and give rise to modules-Schur and Weyl modules-which are isomorphic over fields of characteristic zero, but are far from being isomorphic over the integers. Furthermore, Schur and Weyl modules are indecomposable, but they are not, in general, irreducible over commutative rings. Moreover, this important development admitted a natural generalization to S:chur complexes, whose usefulness is abundant. For instance, Schur complexes playa central role in the resolutions of determinantal varieties [2, 8] . This forces us to further study Schur complexes. One way to study Schur complexes is to look for complex-theoretic versions of classical character relations for the general linear group. We shall first specialize our questions in terms of modules. Let F denote a finitely generated free module over a commutative ring R with an identity. Then, the Schur module L)./pF and the Weyl module K)./pF are naturally GL(F)-modules. If R is a field of characteristic zero, we have the direct sum decompositions L)./pF = E C~vLvF and H. I. KO K;'/fJ.F = E C~vKvF for suitable partitions v of weight IAI-l.ul, and suitable coefficients C~v [2, 3] . In general, the above decompositions hold only up to filtration because the direct sum decompositions are natural only in characteristic zero. To extend such decompositions to the more general case in which the ground field is replaced by an arbitrary commutative ring, we need to describe those partitions v by means of a filtration natural in every characteristic, and the coefficients C~v in an efficient way.
With this example in mind, we will now sketch the outline of this article. §2 covers the basic definitions and some of the important properties utilized in the main body of the paper.
In §3, we prove the analog for Schur complexes of the Pieri formulas for symmetric functions (or Schubert cycles). More precisely, let ¢: G -F be any homomorphism of finitely generated free modules over a commutative ring R. Then 2. SCHUR COMPLEXES Shape matrices. In this section, we will review some of the basic facts and give some of the basic notation that will be used throughout. For proofs and details, we refer the reader to the papers [1, 2] of the bibliography.
A partition is a nonincreasing sequence A = (AI' ... ,As) of nonnegative integers Al ~ A2 ~ ... ~ As' We say that the number of its nonzero terms is its length, /(A). The weight of a partition A is the sum of the terms of A and is denoted by IAI. We will denote by N°O the set of all infinite sequences of nonnegative integers containing only a finite number of nonzero terms. Given any finite sequence A = (AI' ... ,As) we may think of it as a sequence (AI' ... , As' 0, ... ) in N°O by extension with zeros at the end. Thus, we will not distinguish between (AI' .,. ,As) and (AI' ... , As' 0, . Define Sp¢ to be the complex
and define A P ¢ to be the complex c¢ 
where the first map is diagonalization, the second is the isomorphism rearranging terms, the third is the isomorphism identifying Aaij¢ with S ¢ (for If A is a shape matrix, then we can apply the above discussion to the row and column sequences of A to obtain natural direct sum decompositions We can then define LA(¢>I ' ¢>2; a, b) to be the image of dA(¢>1 ' ¢>2; a, b) and obtain the natural direct sum decomposition to be the sum of all the above maps q as we let i range from 1 to s -1 , and the nonnegative integer rj range from 0 to Aj+ 1 -J.lj -1. It is shown in [2] As the Schur complex L.l./Jlr/J is universally free, we may ask what a basis for L.l./Jlr/J is? There are many ways to describe a basis for L.l./Jlr/J in terms of bases {gl' ... , gn} of G and {~, ... ,fm} of F, but we shall describe two of the most common ways that arise in practice.
Let B(G, F) = {gl' ... , gn' ~, ... ,fm} be the union of the two bases totally ordered by gl < g2 < ... < gn < ~ < fz < ... < fm and let B(F, G) = {~ , ... , fm' gl' ... ,gn} be the same set totally ordered of (4) . Conversely, given a basis element of Z of (4), we can assign to it a tableau T z in Tab;"/p. (B(G, F) ) which is row-standard modG. The above discussion and definitions can be repeated with B(F, G) and (5) in places of B( G, F) and (4) . Notice that the same conclusion holds for any order of the basis elements of G and To complete this section, we stress the fact that Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 give filtrations of complex (whenever 4> = 4>1 E9 4>2)' while Corollary 2.6 gives a filtration of modules (for any 4».
PIERI FORMULAS FOR SCHUR COMPLEXES
In this section, we will prove the characteristic-free versions for Schur complexes of Pieri formulas for symmetric functions (or Schubert cycles).
Over a field R of characteristic zero the irreducible polynomial representations of GL (F) In [1] , these two decompositions were proved in a form that is valid over any commutative ring R.
A natural question, then, is whether the same decompositions hold for Schur complexes. We begin with the skew Pieri formulas. has two natural filtrations which yield the following two decompositions: 
1;'/z7i=p
Since'll: R -0 is a zero map, Ly'll = 0 unless y is the partition As special cases of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the Pieri formulas for Schur complexes. If we now apply formula (a) of Theorem 3.11, we immediately recover formula (a).
(b) As regards formula (b), we take A," to be the partition (AI +p, Al ' ... , As) and note that L).¢> ® A P ¢> ~ L).II /().I)¢>' We then apply formula (b) of Theorem
to L).II/().I)¢> and obtain formula (b).
Recalling that if ¢>:
IAI.u1 (the number of boxes in the skew shape), we obtain the following results. 
Corollary 3.3. Let R be any commutative ring, and let F denote any finitely generated free R-module. Then one has the isomorphisms (up to filtrations, obviously):
(a) L)./W)F ~ L JJ LJJF,
LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULES
In this section we will provide useful descriptions of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Let us first review some preliminary notions in Combinatorics. A finite sequence a = (ai' ... , an) of positive integers is said to be a lattice permutation, if for each k = 1 , ... , n , the number of times i appears in the subsequences (ai' ... , a k ) is not less than the number of times i + 1 appears in there, for every positive integer i. E.g., (1, 1 , 2, 2, 1 , 2, 3) is a lattice permutation; ( inverses. An easy induction argument on n shows that p takes lattice permutations to standard tableaux and that Q does the reverse, giving the desired bijection.
As an illustration, p takes the lattice permutation (1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) -Ass T is the sequence of T formed by listing the entries of T from bottom to top in each column, starting with the left-most column and continuing to the right;
-.9I'ss T is the sequence of T formed by listing the entries of T from left to right in each row, starting with the bottom row and continuing to the top. , b) ) is a partition, so that the content of (ai' ... , an' b l ' ... , bi) is a partition. Hence, .xIss T is a lattice permutation.
Next, we claim that if T is any standard tableau and .xIss T is a lattice permutation then Ass T is also a lattice permutation. Using the same methods given in the proofs of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 with the column arguments in place of the row arguments, we obtain: To complete this section, we give a few other rules for the LR coefficients. We have already noticed in §2 the dual nature of d,l,//J-) and d~//J_). It is proved as a consequence of the universal freeness of (co)Schur functors in [2] that (L,l,/p.F)* ~ K l / fi (F*). Working with a field R of characteristic zero, we know from the Littlewood-Richardson rule [2, 3] Finally, we transpose all standard tableaux in the above discussion to reformulate the results in terms of co standard tableaux. 
